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Kerala is one of the popular tourist destinations of India. It is a beautiful tropical paradise of the
southern India located on the Malabar Coast wedged in between the Western Ghats and the
Arabian Sea. The state is noted for their excellent nature attraction that captures the mind and
attention of every tourist travelers in India. It is one of the most tourist attracted states of the country
drawing special attention of the tourist worldwide.

Kerala tours are set apart especially for nature lovers to relish the wonders of nature. It is one of the
best natural tour adventures ever found in India offering unlimited excitements and unique
adventure thrills. The state is a special gifted land of natural beauty known by its nickname as Godâ€™s
own country and well known among the tourist as the green paradise. This particular destination
offers many unique attractions some of which are popular worldwide like the ayurvedic health
treatments, snake boat race, houseboat cruise of the backwaters and the rolling green hill tours are
some of the mind blowing tourist excitements which have become irresistible attraction for the
vacationers and honeymoon escapers all over the world.

Details of the attractions are given below:

Backwater

The state is specially gifted with one of the amazing tourist attractions of the emerald backwater.
This backwater of Kerala are formed by numerous water bodies flowing down on the plane area of
the state making a semi circle features of lake like water bodies linking every nook and corners of
the state. The waving palm fringe gorgeous grove decorates the lining of the backwater attraction
that makes its handsome and alluring to the eye of every traveler. This amazing backwater is simple
charming and attractive by nature and its tour cruise is the dream of every tourist to explore the
overall round beauty of it. Thus package tours Kerala facilitates houseboat cruise on this glittering
emerald backwater to experience its tour cruise. You can obviously try for it and relish the full
enjoyments of backwater attractions.

Ayurvedic treatment

Most of the resorts and hotels of Kerala have a unique facilitates of experiencing ayurvedic
treatment. Ayurvedic massages, ayurvedic spa treatment, health therapy to unwind stress and
ailments and many other opportunities are offered for complete relaxation and rejuvenation of the
health of mind and body. This health facilities and other accessibilities can be successfully reach out
and relish with the help of the special tour package Kerala like the ayurvedic tour packages or with
the help of the tour packages to certain health facility targeted sites like Kollam, Alleppey, Kovalam
and Kasargod etc.   

Hill stations

The hill stations of Kerala are mostly known for its greenery look of the cultivation that is commonly
taking place in the hills. If you look around the surroundings of the state you will find almost all the
four corners of the state are covered with hills and mountains where the lovely cultivation of the tea
and spice plantations is taking place vibrantly.

Thus Kerala is picturesque mostly by its scenery and health enthusiast. You will experience the
special ecstasy of peace and tranquility drenching your mind and body in tours to Kerala. Behold it
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and feel it.
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